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This project teaches how to care for the environment, introduces children to nature and shows what a group can achieve. The
project "Journey to the Green Country" is designed for 3 years of study. For many years in a row, the school competition

"Protect Nature" has been held in the camp. Every year it brings together a whole delegation from different schools. This year,
the Ocean Center was chosen as the venue for the competition. - In 2013, the GREEN TEAM took part in the competition

"Reserves of Russia" in the nomination "For work with youth", - says the organizer of the competition - the trainer of the Okean
ZDPC Natalya Romanenko. - This time we sent all the pupils of school No. 42 to Zelenogorsk. Children got used to our

environmental program, so they were happy to participate in the contest itself. Within the framework of the project, the camp
hosted an ecological game "Life as an Ecosystem", in which the children studied the problems of environmental protection,
chose useful plants and collected herbariums. All participants received diplomas and memorable gifts. And with the festival

"The Feast of the First Strawberry", the guys did not let our school down. The most active participants received branded
backpacks with the symbols of the game, and the best squads received commemorative prizes. "GREEN TEAM" is not only an
opportunity to organize meaningful and exciting activities for the children, but also just relaxation, a lot of impressions. "Green
Camp" is one of the few places in Russia where children are offered not a game, but real work. Children learn to do something

useful for the environment. They study the properties of plants, grow useful flowers, take care of them. May 15 ZDZTS
"Ocean" took part in the ecological subbotnik. The event was held in the format of an environmental game. The shift of
"Journey to the Green Land" gathered a large flowering meadow on the shore of the lake. Here the guys cleaned up the

ecological trails. Everyone, together with their parents, planted flowers and looked after them, traditionally tasted fresh berries,
learned a lot of new and interesting things about the flora and fauna of nature reserves and forests, took part in master classes.
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